Camino™ is tailored to impress with transitional lines that complement both contemporary and traditional interiors. The flared arm is a timeless detail that opens up the seating area for greater comfort. Make it yours with any of Global’s high performance textiles, vinyls or leathers. Matching or contrasting piping is available on the arms, seat and back for a formal look.

Seating shown in Momentum Tradition, Weld with contrast piping in Maharam Manner, Magic and Night wood legs. Table wood tops and legs shown in Night.
Transitional styling and a contemporary scale complete the fit.

Polished Aluminum frame and legs are also available on Camino. Coordinating coffee and end tables in both solid wood and laminates complete the collection. Designed by Chris Carter.
Color it your way

Piping Options

Optional contrasting tailored piping

Optional matching tailored piping

Without piping

Leg Finishes

Wood legs available in many finishes for seating

Polished Aluminum legs available for seating

Polished Aluminum or wood legs available for tables

Features

Standard with double stitched seams

Rectangular, square and round occasional tables available

Table tops available in melamine, high pressure laminate and wood options

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seating shown in Maharam Metric, Lava with piping in Maharam Manner, Ember and WC Cream wood legs. Above, left to right: Seating shown in Mayer Echo, Cerulean with matching piping and Polished Aluminum legs. Center: Seating shown in Momentum Lena, Ink with Absolute wood legs. Right: Seating shown in Allante, Mango with Polished Aluminum legs.